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1. PROGRAMME

Thursday, 24 February 2022

Time Institution/Host Address/Tel Subject
Transfer by bus from the hotel to the Ministry of the Economy, Finance and Recovery: 20-30
minutes.
Depart from the hotel at 7:45.

8:30 - 11:00

Meetings with French
tax authorities:

8:30 - 9:30: Working
breakfast with:

Mr Olivier Dussopt,
Minister Delegate to the
Minister of Economy,
Finance and Recovery, in
charge of Public
Accounts

Ministry of the
Economy, Finance
and Recovery
139, rue de Bercy
75572 Paris
Cedex 12

Upcoming
international tax
challenges, including:

- Implementation of
G20 agreement (Pillar
1 and Pillar 2),
- Fight against tax
evasion (shell
companies)
- Tobacco taxation

10:00 - 11:00:
Meeting with the
French
administration:

Mr Bertrand Dumont,
Director of Cabinet of
Minister Bruno Le Maire,

Ms Gabrielle Sallé,
European and
international adviser,
Cabinet of Minister
Bruno Le Maire

Mr Gaël Perraud,
Deputy Director of the
Directorate of Tax
Legislation, in charge of
European and
international taxation
and Co-Chair of the Task
force on Digital economy
(OECD)

Ministry of the
Economy, Finance
and Recovery
139, rue de Bercy
75572 Paris
Cedex 12

Upcoming
international tax
challenges, including:

- Implementation of
G20 agreement (Pillar
1 and Pillar 2),
- Reform of the Code
of Conduct (and the
EU list of tax havens),
- Reaction to Pandora
Papers, Lux letters
and cum-ex,
- Energy taxation.

Transfer to EP premises
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Time Institution/Host Address/Tel Subject

12.15 - 13.15

Working lunch/lunch
debate with
representatives of
businesses, NGOs,
academics:

- MEDEF (Mouvement
des Entreprises de
France) :

Ms Marie-Pascale Antoni,
Director of Tax Affairs

Ms Tania Saulnier,
Mission Director at the
Tax Affairs Department.

- AFEP (Association
française des
entreprises privées) :

Mr Jean-Luc Matt,
Deputy Director General

Ms Laetitia de la Rocque
Director of Tax Affairs.

- Platform of tax and
judicial havens:

Ms Lison Rehbinder, tax
evasion expert (ONG
CCFD-Terre Solidaire),

Mr Quentin Parrinello,
Senior advocacy officer
(Oxfam France),

Ms Maé Kurkjian,
advocacy officer (ONG
ONE).

- French Taxpayers
Association
(Contribuables
Associés):

Mr Jean-Baptiste Leon,
Director of publications
at Contribuables
Associés and Chief editor
of ‘All taxpayers’.

* due to sanitary measures,
lunch boxes will be available
in the meeting room.

EPLO office in
Paris
288, boulevard St-
Germain
75341 Paris
Cedex 07

Upcoming
international tax
challenges

Meeting break/transfer by bus to the OECD
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Time Institution/Host Address/Tel Subject

14.00 - 16.00

Meetings with high
representatives of the
OECD:

Mr Yoshiki Takeuchi,
Deputy General
Secretary of the OECD

Mr Pascal Saint Amans,
Director Centre for Tax
Policy and
Administration.

OECD
2, rue André
Pascal
75775 Paris
Cedex 16

Upcoming
international tax
challenges and
ongoing work of the
OECD in the tax area
namely:

- Global reform on
business taxation
including digital
taxation,
- Exchange of
information,
- Environmental
taxation,
- Developments in
harmful tax practices.

Transfer by bus to the hotel.
End of the mission.
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2. LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

Members Language Group

Paul Tang - FISC Chair NL S&D

Aurore LALUCQ FR S&D

Niels FUGLSANG DA S&D

Claude GRUFFAT FR Greens/EFA

Clara PONSATI-OBIOLS ES NI

Accompanying Members Language Group

Isabel BENJUMEA ES EPP

FISC Secretariat

Benoit WETS, Head of Unit

Olivier SAUTIERE

Political advisers Group

Miguel CARAPETO S&D

Johan Bernardo LANGEROCK Greens/EFA

Boris Eric BOUZOL-BROITMAN The Left

European Parliament Office in France (Paris)

Isabelle COUSTET, Cheffe du Bureau

Clémence MALARET
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3. KEY MESSAGES

KEY FINDINGS FROM DELEGATION VISIT:

The mission to Paris was very timely and allowed in depth exchanges of views with the French
tax authorities and administration, a panel of representatives of businesses, NGOs and high-
level representatives from the OECD.

Overall, the main issues addressed were:

- the progress of the discussions within Council for the implementation of Pillar 2 of the OECD
agreement, namely the strategy of the French Presidency to rally all Member States to find an
agreement on the Commission’s proposal, with an entry into force as soon as possible in 2023
(business representatives had, however, some reservations as regards the feasibility of Pillar 2
entering into force in 2023); the willingness in Council to stay as close as possible to the
OECD agreement; the potential incompatibility of the US GILTI regime with Pillar 2; the issue
of the domestic top up tax; the expected income for developing countries (NGOs claimed that
the OECD agreement puts developing countries at a disadvantage while OECD denied it); the
effectiveness of tax incentives for developing countries;

- the French and OECD option not to link the timing of adoption of the 2 Pillars (with some
reserves from business associations who called for ring-fencing measures in case some
countries do not implement Pillar 1); the impact of the situation in US Congress and the
possibility of a slow-down in the implementation of the OECD agreement; the potential risk of
national DSTs in case the US do not adopt Pillar 1;

- the creation of new own resources. The French Presidency has a clear priority for the
environmental dimension - namely first CBAM, ETS and then revenues from the upcoming
Pillar 1 proposal, while emphasizing the need to raise sufficient revenues to finance the EU
recovery plan;

- the upcoming review of the tobacco taxation Directive and the potential extension of the
scope of the directive to new products such as e-cigarettes and heated tobacco products;

- the reform of the Code of Conduct and the EU list of tax havens; the difficulty raised by the
coexistence of national and EU list of tax havens, with different sanction regimes; the
willingness to move forward in the reform of the Code by improving the criteria of the blacklist
as well as by reflecting on the treatment of free zones;

- the opening of the discussion on the new directive on shell companies from March onwards,
with a first focus on the respect of the proportionality principle as the core concern by the
French Presidency;

- the analysis of a possible review of the regulation on tax intermediaries and regulated
professions while acknowledging the need to also protect professional secrecy.
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3.1. Working breakfast with Mr Olivier Dussopt, Minister Delegate to the Minister of
Economy, Finance and Recovery, in charge of Public Accounts

This first exchange of views was an opportunity to discuss the main working priorities under
the French Presidency:

- the OECD agreement by starting with Pillar 2;
- the crypto and Anti Money Laundering package and its efficiency in combating fraud and
economic crimes, considering that risks should be more taken into account in scoping direct
supervision by AMLA, and not only the size of enterprises;
- the definition of new own resources with a priority for the environmental dimension namely
by starting with CBAM, ETS and then Pillar 1 while emphasizing the need to raise sufficient
revenues to reimburse the borrowing on international financial markets to finance the EU
recovery plan;
- the VAT package and harmonisation, in particular the good recent progress for instance the
field of e-commerce;
- the tobacco taxation and the potential extension of the coverage of the directive to new
products.
- the discussions on the Unshell directive will start a little bit later.

Implementation of the OECD agreement and discussions in the Council on Pillar 2:

All efforts are currently
being done to rally all
Member States, in particular
Hungary and Poland, for
which elements of
compromise are emerging,
and Estonia, for which more
time might be needed. It
should be noted that the

overall spirit and strategy of discussions is to not deviate from the provisions of the OECD
agreement, to focus for the time being on technical discussions and to respect the timeline i.e.
an entry into force in 2023.

Concerning the thresholds, no willingness to multiply them but to stay with what has been
agreed in the OECD agreement i.e. 15% rate and 750.000 EUR for the scope, as the provisions
of OECD agreement are already difficult to implement as they are.

Code of Conduct:

Positive stance and willingness to move forward in the Code’s reform by improving criteria of
the blacklist as well as reflecting on the treatment/inclusion of free zones.
Also to be noted that the reflection on the matter should also take into account and focus on
applied tax rates and not only the tax practices and related effects.
Acknowledgment that the COCG focuses more on legislation monitoring rather than criteria
but there was openness to define a more solid and effective list but not an excessive one.
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Tax convergence:

Favourable position to general harmonization (as shown by the work on VAT on e-commerce
and within the OECD context) as well as in favour of considering qualified majority rather than
unanimity.
Moreover, harmonization is also considered as a tool to fight tax evasion both for corporates
and individuals and to deal with new forms of harmful tax competition. Defining new tools to
fight fraud is also considered as useful and crucial for the future and this, by equally targeting
natural persons. It was mentioned for instance that more and more VAT reimbursements were
refused, and donations were a field where tax administration was more and more active.

Own resources:

There is a clear priority for taking into account the environmental dimension, namely by
starting with CBAM, ETS and then Pillar 1 which will take more time. The key-issue here
remains to have sufficient level of revenues to meet expectations such as the funding of the
recovery plan but according to current simulations there is not yet enough revenue generation
and bigger financial volume is needed.

Tax avoidance:

The issue of the tax avoidance industry was discussed, in particular the possibility of improving
regulation on tax intermediaries/tax enablers and regulated professions. The exchange of views
focused on the best answer to this question, one possibility being to combine the harmonization
of rules, sanctions and prevention systems. However, it was recognized that the boundary
between optimization and avoidance was not always easy to define. Moreover, in this field of
activity, discussions with tax lawyers are extremely difficult, especially when it comes to
distinguishing between an advisory activity and a potentially criminal activity and to
communicate information to relevant national public authorities for further investigation.

Tobacco:

The extension of the tobacco directive to new products (heated tobacco and electronic
cigarette) was also mentioned in discussions but not considered as a priority issue.

Unshell directive:

The matter does not belong to the main priorities of the French Presidency but discussions will
start from March onwards. However, the matter raises some implementation and legal
questions, like the respect of the proportionality principle.

3.2. Meeting with the French administration, Directorate of Tax Legislation: Mr Gaël
Perraud, Deputy Director in charge of European and international taxation, Co-Chair of
the Task force on Digital economy (OECD).

This second exchange of views was an opportunity to go in further details on the ongoing
discussions for the implementation of the OECD agreement.

For the time being, the Council’s technical discussions on OECD comments on the 51 articles
on the Pillar 2 directive are almost finalised (six working groups were held) and further work
has still to be done with Member States which still have general issues despite their signature
to the OECD agreement. Discussions are constructive, however, and the political phase will
start.
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The issue of the domestic top up tax included in the OECD agreement was also discussed,
notably the application of the income inclusion rule allowing MNEs to calculate for all their
subsidiaries the taxation rate to be applied and then the additional tax or top up tax applied
locally to reach the 15%. It was recalled that the overall objective of the top up tax was to have
a similar level of taxation of 15% everywhere and not to reallocate profits from a country to
another one.

The carve-out was mainly an element of compromise to reach an agreement at OECD level but
was not an obstacle to reach a compromise in the discussions of Pillar 2 directive. The carve-
out is based on economic substance (i.e. tangible and human assets) but an important issue for
some countries applying preferential regimes, the reason why a convergence period was
agreed.

The matter of tax credits was also key in the discussions in order to avoid circumventing the
OCDE agreement. To avoid such a situation, tax credits will be considered like subsidies and
like products/goods through the notion of qualified tax credit to avoid circumventing fictitious
tax credit. Overall they have to match a clear expense.

The issue of the threshold was also
raised, namely the possibility to go
beyond (750.000 EUR and 15%). On this,
it was clearly stated that the 15% had to
be considered as an effective rate (not so
low in reality) and not a nominal rate and
that in the global context of the OECD
negotiation, it was not possible to go
beyond 15%. The leeway on the pillar 2
directive is very weak, Member states

wanted to be reassured in the technical discussions that there is no deviation from the OECD
agreement. It was also stated that the priority was to adopt rapidly the directive on pillar 2 with
that 15%, otherwise there is a risk that the rate will be 0%. .

The process of implementation is on track for the time being, according to the planned and
agreed timeline for the two pillars, even though pillar 1 and pillar 2 are different instruments
and frameworks with different process of adoption.

The pillar 2 will also impact the list of Non Cooperative Jurisdictions (NCJs) with a need
to reconsider and improve the criteria of the list. Beyond the discussion on deepened
transparency, the issue of the rates applied in certain countries´ tax systems is also key for the
sake of coherence (in particular, the articulation or nexus between tax rates and the use
preferential regimes). However, applying the minimum tax rate is the first priority and then
starting a discussion on the criteria should follow.

With regard to pillar 1, the difficult current discussions in US were also evoked but there is
optimism on a positive outcome of the discussions in Congress since there is a global interest
to have pillar 1 instead of the application of several/different Digital Service Taxes worldwide.

On the exclusion of financial services from pillar 1, this logic underlies on an economic
factor since those sectors are already much regulated in certain countries with strong prudential
rules. Some countries were as well adamant on this issue which was not new and already
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included in the OECD blue print of October. However, the perimeter of exclusion of the
financial services has to be defined.

On the decision-making process on taxation matters, moving towards the qualified majority
vote is an option supported by France but it was also recalled that unanimity allowed in the last
decade to achieve good progress especially with the impetus of international debates on
taxation such as BEPS discussions and implementation. The use of article 116 cannot be used
as a regular institutional tool to reach further tax harmonisation as this provision stipulates as a
prerequisite to have and evidence a real risk for the single market.

3.3. Working lunch with representatives of businesses, NGOs, academics:

Four entities were invited for this lunch debate: AFEP, MEDEF, Platform of tax and judicial
havens (represented by CCFD Terre solidaire, Oxfam and One) and the French taxpayers
association.

For the AFEP, there are coexisting lists of tax havens (national lists and European ones)
without harmonisation among them and with various sanctions systems in place.

On the implementation of the OECD agreement, AFEP stated that Pillar 1 will concern in
France less than 10 MNEs that are not digital companies. For Pillar 2, AFEP considered the
objective of entry into force in 2023 as very ambitious given technicalities at stake and the
need for adaptationof businesses. AFEP also raised the issue of the lack of guarantees that
other big countries will apply the agreed rules such as USA, China or India. Serious risks are
there with regard to business secrecy, dispute settlement, avoidance of double taxation and the
confidentiality of data to be provided to tax authorities to implement Pillar 2 and their use.
AFEP also considered that tax declarations under Pillar 2 should only be filed in the home state
of the parent company with the possibility of transferring data only on request from another
country. AFEP recalled the need to implement both pillars together.

The MEDEF echoed the AFEP observations with a real concern with the US situation.
MEDEF highlighted the absence of provisions ensuring equivalent treatment in the proposal
directive on Pillar 2 in order to protect EU business from the risk that other countries do not
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apply exactly the rules of Pillar 2 (namely the US GILTI). A litigation system is lacking in case
of dispute over a potential tax adjustment. Some concerns were also raised on the domestic top
up tax and on the fact that third countries will collect tax against home/Headquarters countries.
Regarding the legal certainty for EU business, the article 51 of the directive proposal on pillar 2
should be amended. MEDEF also supported the threshold of 750.000 EUR which protects
SMEs as no consolidated accounts are required below it.

For the Platform of tax and judicial havens, the outcome of the OECD agreement was
disappointing and pillar 1 will complicate the taxation system while only concerning 1000
MNEs. On pillar 2, there is an agreement with the principle even though the 15% is too low but
the advantage/added value for developing countries was questioned and an impact assessment
on pillar 2 should be requested to the Commission. The top up tax was also considered as
favouring the offshore centres and the substance exemption to be against the logic of the
minimum tax by allowing the application of tax rate below the 15%.

Increasing the transparency of trust funds was also requested for the upcoming negotiation of
6th AML Directive. On the list of tax havens, EU standards must go further including the
review of criteria, a harmonisation of sanctions and an effective consideration of harmful tax
practices. The recently adopted CBCR text was not considered at the level of expectation too.

The French tax association delivered a different view point defending States’ fiscal
sovereignty, tax competitiveness and the need to reduce taxes and public spending. Tax
harmonisation can be replaced by bilateral tax agreements.

3.4. Meetings with high representatives of the OECD: Mr Pascal Saint Amans, Director
Centre for Tax Policy and Administration.

This exchange of views allowed participants to address the state of progress of the OECD
discussions with an imminent agreement on Pillar 2 (finalisation of the discussions on the
commentaries). However, two elements remain important to be further clarified, namely:

(i) the co-existence of the GILTI regime with pillar 2 (the US reform on minimum tax
rules is still awaited to converge with OECD standard and there is still uncertainty on
the USA side on how they will transpose the agreement on Pillar 2 and in which
form/act and) and,
(ii) the development framework and the related guidance in order to have a good
articulation by countries implementing Pillar 2 with the aim to avoid double taxation.

The timeline remains 2023 but it might take longer time for transposition in national laws and
respect the democratic debate (2024 might be more realistic).

Some EU Member States still have strong negotiating positions (Poland, Hungary and Estonia)
but the overall momentum to conclude remains there. Ireland is on board and Switzerland
would apply the agreement as of January 2024, Switzerland being the faster country in the
world.

There is also an interest to have a top up tax which was included in the design of pillar 2 as an
option since the beginning. The OECD impact assessment shows that the money/revenues will
not stay in the home country.
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Position of developing countries: NGOs claim that the OECD agreement goes against the
interests of developing countries, which is denied by the OECD. A core issue for developing
countries is the numerous tax incentive schemes they have provided (mainly via free zones)
which were not very beneficial or efficient to attract foreign investment and which also reduce
their room of manoeuvre vis-à-
vis MNEs. In other words, either
developing countries give up free
zones or they take the 15% which
comparatively represents a
significant amount of revenue.

Carve outs: they are mainly
sectorial, for instance the
shipping is not included, or 5%
of the value of net assets and 5 %
of payroll after 10 years starting
at 10 and 8% respectively. The reflection should be on the effect or benefits of the carve outs
and in relation to the existence and efficiency of tax incentive schemes. Carve outs provide
benefits to certain countries like Hungary, Poland or countries with important physical
investments but companies will anyway have to pay minimum tax, and it will not be zero.

Bilateral discussions continued on the following key issues and their related pros and cons:

Tax incentives:

For the OECD, there is a consensus that tax incentives were not beneficial for most of
developing countries and tax incentives must be carefully assessed with a case-by-case
economic analysis compared to the effect of the implementation of pillar 2..

Pillar 1:

The agreement is expected for the meeting of G20 on 22 July 2022 and meanwhile the work on
the multilateral convention is progressing taking into account that this multilateral convention
requires to change existing bilateral tax Treaties/conventions and introduce new taxing rights.

Environmental taxation:

Environmental taxation is a political priority but it mainly remains an issue of domestic
taxation and there is no carbon pricing (60% of carbon emissions today have no pricing and out
of the 40% that are taxed, average rate is 3.5 EUR per ton). The main advantage of carbon
pricing is that it generates revenues so that you can deal with distributional issues and the
problem with a lot of tax on fossil fuels is that revenues will decrease over time.
The OECD is proactive on the issue by trying to get a mandate to issue a yearly report on
carbon pricing. Mr Cormann, the new Secretary General of OECD, has set as a priority to
create an inclusive framework on carbon pricing to trigger a dynamic on the matter.

Imbalance between taxation of labour and capital:

To rebalance the tax system, one way could be to index excise duties but it would politically
difficult to lead and assume.

The OECD is active on the issue namely to define options to better taxing capital through a flat
tax on capital or a progressive tax. The OECD also works on an incoming report on taxation of
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dividends and there is a report on net wealth taxes and on inheritance tax which presents a
paradox, as opposition to inheritance taxes comes mainly from the less privileged categories of
people. Regarding wealth taxation, it is interesting to note that very wealthy people are not
paying top income tax rate as one can choose different financial vehicles or structures to never
pay top rate. This is the reason why the OECD is looking at arbitrage opportunities where
wealthy people structure their wealth through trusts and corporate structures.

Impact assessment on the OECD agreement:

Pillar 1 will be more favourable to EU countries as fewer companies are in the scope, except
for investment hubs, who will have significant revenue impact.
In terms of impact on investment, by combining the pillar 1 and 2, the differences in effective
tax rates will be reduced in different sectors of activity and jurisdictions, hence a reduction in
profit shifting.
The effects of a scenario of an EU adoption of the OECD agreement without a movement from
other jurisdictions can be anticipated by looking at the adoption of GILTI in the US and the
effects it triggered. There was however no evidence of capital movement with the introduction
of GILTI in the US.

Tax enablers/intermediaries:

No OECD recommendations or guidance on enablers but a report with best practices for
professional intermediaries. In Swiss secrets, CRS had real impact on this and the challenge
remains that developing countries are able to exchange information. This has to be coupled
with deepened due diligence and the application of AML provisions.

Tax competition:

At this stage, new forms of tax competition are unpredictable but it will probably persist to
attract foreign direct investment. There is not only tax instruments to consider, other
parameters can play like country’s infrastructure or education system, social security
conditions, labour opportunities or subsidies public policies.

Crypto money:

OECD issued a report on taxation of virtual currencies but with no policy recommendations
and just presenting an overview of treatment around the world. OECD considers this topic as a
matter of priority, a working group agreed on a standardised approach but it will be submitted
now to public consultation.

* * * * *


